Abstract-Brightness-temperature retrieval techniques for synthetic aperture radiometers are reviewed. Three different approaches to combine measured visibility and antenna temperatures, along with instrument characterization data, into a general equation to invert are presented. Discretization and windowing techniques are briefly discussed, and formulas for reciprocal grids using rectangular and hexagonal samplings are given. Two known techniques are used to invert the equation, namely, inverse Fourier transform and G-matrix pseudoinverse. The proposed preprocessing approaches combined with these two inversion methods are implemented with real data measured by an airborne Y-shaped interferometric radiometer over land and water, and are compared. The images indicate that best results are obtained when inverting an incremental visibility obtained after substracting a term that includes the individual antenna temperatures, the physical temperatures of the receivers, and a flat-target response directly measured from cold-sky looks.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE USE of aperture synthesis for microwave Earthobservation radiometers was first proposed in 1983 by Le Vine and Good [1] as a way to overcome antenna size problems in high spatial resolution applications, particularly at low frequencies and spaceborne instruments. The first instrument using this concept was ESTAR, developed at NASA Goddard in the 1990s [2] . The first proposal of a two-dimensional (2-D) instrument was made by the European Space Agency (ESA) for the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission [3] , and it led to the development of Microwave Imaging Radiometer with Aperture Synthesis (MIRAS) [4] . Airborne instruments using 2-D aperture synthesis were developed by the Helsinky University of Technology (HUT-2-D) [5] and by ESA/EADS-CASA [airborne MIRAS (AMIRAS)] [6] developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory [7] with application as a geosounder from a geostationary orbit. Increasing interests in interferometric aperture synthesis is being observed in the last years, and teams in Europe, USA, and China [8] are pushing this technology very fast. In this paper, general techniques for retrieving brightness-temperature maps from the inversion of measured visibility and antenna temperature in synthetic aperture radiometers are reviewed. Effects specific to the SMOS case, such as extension of the alias-free region or mitigation of scene-dependent bias, are not covered here. They are treated in [9] and [10] , where techniques to improve image reconstruction using a priori information are given. Good results were reported in these references by using end-to-end simulations to compare theoretical and retrieved brightness-temperature maps. These techniques are not in contradiction with the retrieval methods presented here and can be used whenever the needed a priori information is available.
On the other hand, this paper presents general approaches for brightness-temperature retrieval, which are applicable to any 2-D instrument, including SMOS. They are implemented on data measured by an airborne instrument (AMIRAS), and the resultant images are compared in order to assess the relative quality of the different approaches. The comparison is thus done on the basis of measured data, which is an important difference with respect to the results reported in [9] .
II. ANTENNA TEMPERATURE AND VISIBILITY Antenna temperature and visibility are the primary measurements of interferometric aperture synthesis radiometers. The first one characterizes the thermal noise power collected by a single antenna, whereas the second one, the complex cross correlation between the signals collected by two antennas. Both have units of Kelvin and are related to the source brightness temperature by an integral in which the contributions of all the elementary radiators are combined weighted by the antenna patterns [11] , [12] . In the case of the visibility, the time delay from a given source point to each of the two antennas provides a complex exponential term that is a function of the relative antenna spacing. Consequently, measuring the visibility with different pairs of antennas (baselines) is equivalent to measuring the Fourier transform of the brightness temperature as a function of antenna spacing. The brightness-temperature image is then retrieved by using a suitable inversion algorithm from multiple measurements of visibility at different spacings. However, differences in individual antenna patterns and decorrelation effects due to limited signal bandwidths make things more 0196-2892/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE difficult. Moreover, noise coupled between adjacent antennas, which depends on the physical temperature of the receivers, is responsible for correlated output that is added to the one coming from the external target.
Interferometric aperture synthesis radiometers are formed by a significant number of baselines made of either physically different antennas or by moving a small number of elements. In any case, the visibility of a given baseline is measured by cross correlating, during a limited integration time, the complex analytic signals of the receivers' outputs. The contribution of the receivers themselves to the amplitude and phase of the correlations must be canceled by internal calibration. Inversion techniques always assume that these calibration processes have been applied to the raw data so that the input for inversion is shown in the following. and (x j , y j ):
is the wavelength at the center frequency f 0 . b) The fringe-washing function shape [13] r kj (τ ), wherẽ r kj (0) = 1 by definition. 2) For at least one antenna, its antenna temperature T A .
The following section provides a general equation relating these measured data to the scene brightness temperature.
III. EQUATIONS FOR IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
The starting point to define algorithms for brightnesstemperature retrieval is to establish the equation to solve. The following two different situations must be distinguished: 1) the visibility of nonzero baselines; and 2) the visibility of zero-spacing baselines. Both are measured by different means, namely: the first one by correlation of receiver pairs and the second one by total power detection.
A. Nonzero Baselines
For any pair of different antennas, the function to use in the inversion procedure is the fully calibrated system visibility divided by the fringe-washing function at the originr kj (0), which is, in turn, obtained in the calibration process [14] . According to Corbella et al. [11] , for any two antennas labeled k and j with k = j, this is given by
where ξ and η are the director cosines referred to the instrument geometrical (spherical) coordinate frame (ξ = x/r, η = y/r) and T B kj is the modified brightness temperature
where T B (ξ, η) is the brightness temperature of the scene, T r kj is the average backward noise temperature of the receivers, 1 and AP kj (ξ, η) is a function of antenna patterns defined as
where F nk,j represents the normalized field antenna patterns and Ω k,j represents the antenna equivalent solid angles. It is implicit in this formulation that all antennas have exactly the same polarization or, equivalently, that all polarization unit vectors have the same orientation at all directions. Then, the brightness temperature in (2) is the one corresponding to this particular polarization basis, which, in general, is rotated in a direction-dependent angle with respect to the standard horizontal or vertical polarizations on ground. On the other hand, if the two antennas forming the baseline have orthogonal polarizations, the term −T r kj in (2) should not be included, and T B (ξ, η) becomes the complex polarimetric brightness temperature defined in the frame given by the two antenna polarization vectors. A more complete formulation for antennas having both copolar and cross-polar patterns, with respect to a fixed reference frame, can be found in [15] ; however, this paper uses the simpler formulation in order to put emphasis on the inversion methods, which are applicable in all situations. The visibility (1) is measured for all pairs of antennas producing a total of N (N − 1)/2 different complex values, where N is the total number of antennas. By convention, they correspond to the pairs having k < j. The complete coverage in the (u, v) plane is obtained by applying the hermitic property
obtaining N (N − 1) visibilities, of which some are redundant, meaning that they have the same values of u and v. The degree of redundancy depends on the layout of the antennas on the mechanical structure.
B. Flat-Target Response
A "flat target" is defined as a completely unpolarized target having an equal brightness temperature from any direction [16] . Examples are anechoic chambers or the cosmic background radiation. For such a target having a temperature T FT , the corresponding visibility is given by (1) after substituting the constant value
where is the flat-target response, which is a function only of the instrument. When a constant source is considered, the general formulation using copolar and cross-polar antenna patterns becomes simple, and it reduces the use of the scalar product of the two vector antenna patterns F nk · F nj in the numerator of (3). Note that, since the antenna solid angle is the integral of the power pattern in the whole space, FTR kk = 1. Fig. 1 shows the visibility of an anechoic chamber at T FT = 293 K for the case of MIRAS. The circles are the computed values using (5) , and the solid dots represent the term due only to the chamber temperature T FT FTR kj . In both cases, the flat-target response was analytically computed using (6) from antenna pattern measurements provided by Denmark University of Technology. Finally, the dots inside (or close to) the circles show the measurements obtained during the image validation tests that took place in the anechoic chamber of European Space Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC) with the fully deployed instrument inside it. The small discrepancy seen around the 5λ separation coincides with the presence of a hinge separating two sections of the instrument. Based on the results shown in Fig. 1 , it follows that the flat-target response can be neglected (i.e., FTR kj ≈ 0) in the case of large antenna spacings.
The flat-target response can be computed from antenna pattern measurements, or alternatively, it can be measured using a known flat target. In any case, once it is known, it can be used to cancel the term of a receiver temperature in the visibility by inverting the function V kj + T r kj FTR kj . This is equivalent to using the same equations (1) and (2) 
C. Incremental Brightness Temperature and Visibility
The integrated brightness temperature of the scene weighted by the antenna power pattern is the antenna temperature T A .
Image reconstruction algorithms may take advantage of this by inverting the incremental brightness temperature defined as
For a given baseline (k, j), the modified incremental brightness temperature is conveniently defined by an equation similar to (2) but with the antenna temperature replacing the receiver backward noise temperature
where
is the average of the antenna temperatures of both antennas, each one given by
The corresponding incremental visibility is defined directly by using (7) in (1)
which, using the flat-target response, can be expressed as
The procedure, in this case, consists of first computing ΔV kj from (10) and then inverting (7) and (9) to get ΔT B . Finally, the brightness temperature is obtained by adding the antenna temperature T B = ΔT B + T A . This procedure is equivalent to using the flat-target transformation [16] with a reference temperature equal to the measured antenna temperature. The main advantage of this approach is that the uncertainties of antenna pattern and fringe-washing function scale with the difference T B − T A , as is apparent from (7). Then, when imaging far away from coastlines, for example, in open ocean or large land areas, this difference is reduced, and the impact of the antenna measurement errors using this approach is minimum. This is confirmed by the results of Section VI.
D. Zero Baselines
The visibility measured by correlating the signals out of receiver pairs does not provide the value for the center of the (u, v) plane. For mathematical consistency, this must be equal to the function used in the inversion particularized to the origin. Putting u kj = v kj = 0 and k = j in (1)-(3) , it follows that (11) which, using (8) , can be put simply as
If the −T r term is canceled before inversion, as it is proposed at the end of Section III-B, then the visibilities in the origin (10) and taking into account that FTR kk = 1, it follows that the incremental visibility is null at the origin ΔV k (0, 0) = 0. Note that this is basically the criterion used to define the "differential visibilities" in [14] and [9] . However, in these references, the terms added to achieve ΔV (0, 0) = 0 are analytically computed from the visibility equation assuming known antenna patterns and fringe-washing functions, as well as a priori information on the scene. Here, the antenna temperatures of the front ends, as well as the flattarget response, are directly used, which are theoretically the same but conceptually simpler.
In any case then, antenna temperatures need to be known. These can be provided if all receivers in the array are calibrated as total power radiometers. Note that the antenna temperatures are slightly different from one receiver to another. Although this seems to be the best strategy, in SMOS, only three antenna temperatures are measured-those corresponding to three well-calibrated noise injection radiometers included near the center of the array for this purpose. The average of all three measurements is used as the unique antenna temperature.
E. Approach Summary
In summary, image reconstruction consists of solving for
is known. This can be written as
with
in which, for consistency, T (ξ, η) should only be a function of the director cosines ξ and η but not of the specific baseline used. Based on the results of the previous sections, there are three approaches in the choice of V and T , which are summarized in Table I and described in the following.
1) Approach #1 uses the visibility directly as obtained from the calibration procedure. To take into account the −T r term, this must be subtracted both at the zero visibility and at the brightness temperature. Note that the term subtracted to T B consists of the average receiver temperaturē T r in order to comply with the requirement that T does not depend on the specific baseline.
2) In approach #2, the −T r term is canceled in the visibility before inversion. In this case, the zero visibility is directly the antenna temperature, and the retrieved variable is simply the brightness temperature. 3) Finally, approach #3 inverts the incremental visibility (10) . Then, the zero visibility vanishes, and the retrieved function is the difference between the brightness and the average antennaT A temperatures. In any case, the flat-target response is assumed to be known, either from direct measurement using, for example, the cold sky or computed from measured antenna patterns using (6) . Alternatively, it can be neglected using simply FTR kj = 0, which may be a good option for instruments having large antenna separations in terms of the wavelength (Fig. 1) .
IV. DISCRETIZATION AND WINDOWING
The visibility in (13) is measured only at the discrete points (u kj , v kj ). Their specific location in the (u, v) plane depends on the particular layout of the antennas in the array. For example, in a Y-shaped instrument, they are placed in a hexagonal grid and form a star shape [17] (Fig. 2) . In a U-shaped instrument [5] , the grid is rectangular, and other geometries, for example, circular [8] , have different distributions of points. After inversion, the brightness temperature is obtained also in a limited number of points in the director cosines domain (ξ, η). In principle, the choice of the (ξ, η) grid should be irrelevant. However, efficient inversion methods require the use of a grid reciprocal to the one in (u, v) [17] . This is done by making a change of variables from (u, v) to (k 1 , k 2 ) and from (ξ, η) to (n 2 , n 1 ), in which both (k 1 , k 2 ) and (n 2 , n 1 ) are identical regular grids of N T × N T integers, where N 2 T is the number of nonredundant (u, v) points. In the case of a Yshaped instrument, this is also the total number of points in the smallest hexagon containing the star of measured points (Fig. 2) . Table II shows the change of variables applicable to both rectangular (U-shaped) and hexagonal (Y-shaped) grids for instruments having unit antenna spacing referred to wavelength equal to d. In the Y-shaped case, the formulas assume that one of the arms is in the (−x) direction. In all cases, the value of N T is related to the number of antennas in each arm N EL by the formulas given.
The limited extent of the visibility domain in the (u, v) plane is interpreted as a multiplication by a "rectangular" window, which is equal to unity for the measured points and is zero for the rest. As a standard practice in digital signal processing to improve sensitivity at the expense of spatial resolution and to reduce ripples in high-contrast images, other windowing functions can be used. For example, applying the Blackman window consists of multiplying the visibility by the function W (u, v) = 0.42 + 0.5 cos πρ ρ max + 0.08 cos 2πρ ρ max (15) where ρ = √ u 2 + v 2 and ρ max its maximum value. The window can be applied directly to the visibility or to the 
TABLE II RECIPROCAL GRIDS DEFINITIONS
brightness temperature obtained after inversion with the rectangular window. This last option is the one used in the SMOS official data processing to allow users of brightness-temperature data to apply different windows.
After making the change of variables of Table II and considering only the discrete points available, (13) is rewritten as
where ΔS is the elementary area in u−v, equal to d 2 for rectangular grids and d 2 sin 60
• for hexagonal grids, and where the limits of the summations are
V. INVERSION TECHNIQUES

A. Inverse Fourier Transform
Equation (16) is a discrete Fourier transform only in the case that T is solely a function of n 2 and n 1 . From (14) , this is achieved if the decorrelation due to the fringe-washing function is neglected (r kj ≈ 1) and if a unique average antenna pattern is used. An assessment of the impact of antenna errors in the retrieval for the MIRAS case can be found in [18] and [19] . After averaging all redundant visibilities, the Fourier inversion of (16) is (18) and the brightness temperature is readily obtained using (14) and the formulas given in Table I . If, for example, approach #3 is used
where ξ and η are computed from n 2 and n 1 with the formulas of Table II and AP(ξ, η) is an average value of (3) across all antennas. It can be computed by introducing, in (3), the average of the antenna power patterns normalized to solid angle. Alternatively, it can be estimated from the flat-target response by the direct inversion of (6) . Considering that the fringe-washing function is neglected in this method, this is equivalent to using (18) once again
This approach has the advantage that there is no need to perform any characterization of the individual antennas. A measurement of the flat-target response is the only instrumental characterization that is needed.
Fourier inversion is simple and efficient, particularly if a radix-2 fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm is used. In this case, N T must be a power of two, and this is achieved by extending the (u, v) domain and putting V = 0 in the new points. Considering that the visibility aliases become more separated from each other, the grid in (ξ, η) becomes finer, resulting in an interpolation of the brightness temperature. Obviously, this does not mean that the spatial resolution is improved because this depends on the maximum distance between antennas. Fig. 2 shows an example of the visibility zero padding effect for a Y-shaped instrument having six elements per arm.
B. Matrix Inversion
Equation (16) is a linear system of equations, and it can be solved using any suitable mathematical method. In particular, it can be written in matrix form [20] as
, where the elements of [G] are given by
where the mapping between the subscripts l, m, and the indexes k 1 , k 2 and n 2 , n 1 depends on the equation arrangement used to construct the matrix, which is irrelevant. The matrix [G]
has as many rows as the visibility measurements, including the hermitic points (4) and the zero baseline. Redundant visibilities (including also those of zero spacing) and corresponding matrix elements should be averaged to avoid singularity problems when the matrix has several almost identical rows. After this averaging, the number of rows is equal to 6N 2 EL + 6N EL + 1 for a Y-shaped instrument and (2N EL + 1)
2 for a U-shaped instrument, where N EL is the number of elements in an arm. On the other hand, the number of columns is equal to the number of (ξ, η) points in the selected grid. From (17) , this is equal to N 2 T , and its minimum value, based on Table II, is (3N EL + 1) 2 for Y-shaped instruments and (2N EL + 1)
2 for U-shaped instruments. Increasing the number of points produces the same interpolation effect as in the Fourier transform shown in Fig. 2 .
For a Y-shaped instrument, the G matrix is not square, and inversion has to be computed using a minimization algorithm in the least square sense, for example, the resolving matrix approach [21] , selected as the official method for SMOS level-1 processing. However, the results given in the following section use the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse directly provided by Matlab. Considering that AMIRAS is a small instrument, this approach is numerically efficient and has given good results.
VI. AMIRAS BRIGHTNESS-TEMPERATURE RETRIEVALS
The methods presented in the previous sections have been implemented for the retrieval of brightness temperature using data measured by the small AMIRAS [6] . Fig. 3 shows a photograph of the instrument installed onboard the HUT SkyVan ready to start a flight. At right, a sequence of snapshots obtained during an overpass of an island over the lake Lohja in Finland is shown. They correspond to the vertical brightness temperature at the antenna frame imaged in the alias-free field of view. The snapshot marked with an arrow and those corresponding to the center of the lake are used as examples for analyzing the quality Fig. 4 shows a comparison between different imaging strategies. The three approaches given in Table I are used both in Fourier and matrix inversion using a flat-target response measured from sky view. The visual conclusion is that all methods provide consistent images and that little difference is seen when comparing the Fourier and G matrix. To have more insight in the differences, a snapshot corresponding to the middle of the lake (only fresh water) has also been analyzed. The result is shown in Fig. 5 . Here, it is clear that the only option that produces consistent results is approach #3, both with the FFT and the G matrix. To understand the image, it should be noted that it is for vertical polarization 2 and the bottom of the image corresponds to larger incidence angles. The increase in the brightness temperature is consistent with theoretical expectations. The artifacts seen are probably due to a bad compensation of the aircraft attitude.
A. Qualitative Results
Another interesting analysis is the choice of the flat-target response. Fig. 6 shows, for the water snapshot, the results of the G-matrix inversion using approach #3 and selecting different flat-target responses. Based also on the visual results, the best choice, in this case, is the one retrieved from the cold-sky visibility measurement. It is interesting to point out that the option FTR = 0 apparently produces, in this case, better results than the direct computation from antenna pattern measurements. This can be due to propagation of errors in the measurement of the antenna patterns and also to the fact that the FTR includes other effects, such as mismatch and fringe-washing function, that were not considered in the theoretical computation. The antenna patterns were measured in the facilities of the "Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya" (http://www.tsc.upc.edu/recerca/r_grups_amp.php?sel=recerca &sub=grups&idg=1&amp=1) before the start of the flight campaign. 
B. Quantitative Results
The previous results are consolidated by using a parameter able to numerically compare the quality of the different approaches. The spatial variation of the first Stokes' parameter in a water retrieval has been used. This is a convenient choice because it is independent of field rotation and has a low dependence with respect to the incidence angle. Fig. 7 (left) shows the theoretical predictions using directly the Fresnel reflection coefficients. At right, the average of 41 snapshots, measured by the instrument and inverted using approach #3 and the flat-target response from cold-sky measurement, is given. The spatial standard deviation is as low as σ = 0.15 K, consistent with the theoretical value, although some artifacts are seen in the image. The spatial mean of the brightness temperature is the same in both.
The spatial mean and standard deviation have been also computed for the same snapshots but using different approaches in inversion. The results are summarized in Table III , presented in the same order with that shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The qualitative results confirm the conclusions derived from just the visual inspection in the previous section. Note that the different approaches not only provide different values of standard deviation but that also the mean brightness temperature in the field of view is different. This confirms the predictions about the scene bias given in [9] .
VII. CONCLUSION
In synthetic aperture radiometers, there are several ways to combine visibilities, antenna temperatures, and instrument characterization data to get the final equation from which brightness-temperature maps are obtained. Three different approaches have been presented, and detailed equations for their implementation have been given. All of them are mathematically equivalent so that, in the absence of errors in instrument characterization data, they should all give the same results. However, antenna pattern uncertainties propagate differently in each of them, producing large differences in the final quality of the retrieved image. The use of incremental visibility reduces substantially the impact of these errors.
By analyzing real data provided by an airborne instrument, it has been shown that better images are obtained when the incremental visibility is computed by applying the "flat-target response" to the difference between the antenna temperatures and the receiver physical temperatures. This has been named as "approach #3" and gives a visibility mathematically equal to zero at the origin. Its practical implementation depends on how the flat-target response is measured or estimated and what strategy was used to measure the different antenna temperatures. In the AMIRAS, best results were obtained when using a flattarget response measured by looking to the cold sky rather than theoretically computing from antenna pattern measurements, which performs even worse than just using a zero flat-target response. However, this conclusion highly depends on the quality of the antenna characterization data and may not be true for MIRAS in SMOS.
Two simple methods have been used to invert the equation, namely, an FTT using an average of all antenna patterns and a pseudoinverse of the G matrix after averaging all elements of the matrix corresponding to redundant baselines. For the data analyzed, both methods perform similarly, although the G-matrix inversion is slightly better for approach #3. It should be noted that the elements of the G matrix are basically the antenna patterns; hence, the quality of this method is directly linked to the quality of the antenna characterization. Moreover, the fringe-washing function-which is included in the G-matrix elements-has a negligible effect in AMIRAS but may have an impact in larger instruments. In consequence, SMOS data will probably produce good images using FFT; however, the G-matrix inversion will be needed to comply with the quality requirements of level 1.
Finally, a proposal to compute an average pattern from the flat-target response is presented. In conjunction with the Fourier inversion, it allows one to obtain images without having to characterize individual antennas. It can be useful to get fast but good images in instruments not providing antenna patterns.
